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Preface
We are delighted to welcome Deanna D. Sellnow, Ph.D., to the author team
for Communicate! A proven textbook author, Dr. Sellnow is the Gifford Blyton
Endowed Professor and Director of Undergraduate Studies in Communication at
the University of Kentucky. Her scholarly interests include instructional communication, educational assessment, popular culture, and gender communication.
A past president of the Central States Communication Association, she has
taught a wide variety of communication courses and enjoys directing basic
communication courses. Dr. Sellnow’s voice blends well with ours, as her writing
has an appealing conversational quality that keeps the reader’s interest. While
the contributions she has made to this book will not be evident to those of you
who are reading the book for the ﬁrst time, those of you familiar with Dr Sellnow’s
work will recognize and appreciate her inﬂuence. We look forward to a long and
successful collaboration.

To Students
Congratulations! You are beginning to study communication, a subject that is important and useful to you in all parts of your life. When you want to establish or improve
a relationship, when you need to work with others on a group project for class or for
a cause you support, or when you are required to make a presentation at work, your
success will depend on how effective you are at communicating in those settings.
Most of you have probably never studied communication formally. Rather, you’ve
learned the communication skills and strategies you use every day informally, in your
home and from your friends. By taking this communication course and learning tested
communication skills, you’ll strengthen your existing abilities and improve your relationships. You can improve the likelihood that your group project is successful by
understanding the predictable patterns of group process and communication. And you
can more effectively overcome stage fright and give better presentations when you
have studied public speaking and know how to plan and deliver a formal speech. So
again, we say, congratulations! You’ll find that this course will be instantly relevant to
your day-to-day living. We are confident that by the end of this term you will be glad
you spent your time and money on it.
The textbook you’re reading, Communicate!, was one of the first college texts
about human communication. A lot has changed since Rudy wrote that first edition.
Over the years we have worked to make sure that students, like you, have a book that
is easy and enjoyable to read and learn from. We have also worked hard to make sure
that the information, theories, and skills discussed and relevant to the real relationships and communication situations you face. So every three years we examine the
book in light of how the world has changed. Just ten years ago, cell phones were not in
wide use, texting wasn’t a verb, many social networking sites and YouTube didn’t exist,
and “to twitter” simply meant to speak excitedly about something. Despite these huge
changes in the way we communicate, this textbook is as up-to-date and useful as the
first edition was because we work hard to make sure that the information we present
reflects what it takes to be an effective communicator today.
xiii

xiv
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Communicate! is written with six specific goals in mind:
1. To explain important communication concepts, frameworks, and theories that
have been consistently supported by careful research so that you can understand
the conceptual foundations of human communication.
2. To teach specific communication skills that research has shown facilitate effective
relationships.
3. To describe and encourage you to adopt the ethical frameworks that can guide
competent communication.
4. To increase awareness of how culture affects communication practices.
5. To stimulate critical and creative thinking about the concepts and skills you learn.
6. To provide tools for practice and assessment that enable you to monitor how well
you are learning communication concepts and skills.
So we hope you will read and enjoy this textbook and that it will be a resource you
will want to maintain in your personal library. We appreciate it when students who are
using our text take time to share their reactions to the book with us. So we encourage you to email us with questions, comments, and suggestions. Our email address is
Communicate.Authors@cengage.com.

To Instructors
Thank you for considering and using Communicate! We are grateful for the colleagues
who have used previous editions of this text and to those of you who are considering
using this edition. We believe that the revisions we have made will surprise and delight
those of you who have used Communicate! in the past. We also believe that those of
you who are looking for a different textbook will find Communicate! is precisely the
learning tool that will encourage your students to read and think about the important
role of communication in their lives.
As we prepared this edition, we were acutely aware of how our students’ lives
are changing and how these changes are influencing their learning process and the
nature of communication in their lives. So we have revised the text with these new
realities in mind while at the same time retaining the hallmarks that have made this
textbook useful to students and instructors in the past. And, as with every new edition, we have incorporated the suggestions of colleagues who use the text, and we’ve
reviewed the latest scholarship so that this new edition reflects what users want and
what recent scholarship has discovered about human communication. In the sections
that follow, we detail what’s new and highlight the continuing features that have made
Communicate! a perennial favorite with both students and faculty.

New to This Edition
• Pop Comm! articles, found in each chapter, highlight how the communication
concepts addressed in this book play out in popular culture. Each article demonstrates the universal and omnipresent role of communication in our culture and
how communication practices change and evolve. Many articles spotlight how
the uses of new technologies are changing basic communication processes. Topics
include online mourning, the ghostwriting of online dating profiles, managing
privacy on social networking sites, the dark side of online social groups, and the
persuasive messages of infomercials.
• Relevant Communicate! pedagogy has been revamped to facilitate active learning
and assessment. Chapter-opening questions prompt students to consider what
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they already know and to engage with the main ideas of each chapter as they
read (pre-assessment). Review questions in the margins throughout the chapters
and activities at the ends of chapters encourage students to think critically about
what they’re learning (formative assessment). And end-of-part and online quizzes
help students determine how well they’ve absorbed chapter content (summative
assessment).
New and updated examples throughout the text highlight student-friendly topics,
such as pop culture and new technologies.
If your course doesn’t emphasize public speaking but, rather, is a general survey of
the discipline, a single chapter on public speaking is available through Cengage
Learning’s Flex-Text customization program. This new bonus chapter, written by
the Communicate! authors, presents a concise overview of public speaking and
the speech-making process. It replaces Chapters 11–16 of Communicate! (For more
information about the Flex-Text program, see the Instructor Resources section
later in this preface.)
Chapter 1, “Communication Perspectives,” now includes a section on communication settings that distinguishes among intrapersonal, interpersonal, small group,
and public communication.
Chapter 2, “Perception of Self and Others,” introduces the important role media
images play in distorting one’s self-perception, the relationship between selfperceptions and communication apprehension, and how perception is shaped via
images constructed on social networking sites such as Facebook and MySpace.
Reflecting the fact that today we rely heavily on computer-mediated communication, Chapter 4, “Communicating Nonverbally,” includes a discussion of how
nonverbal messages that clarify meaning and convey emotions can be communicated in online environments.
Because listening and responding is a foundational element of communication in any setting, we moved the discussion of this topic forward to Chapter 5,
“Listening and Responding,” in Part I of the book. This chapter now includes a
section on the types of listening, which distinguishes among appreciative, discriminative, comprehensive, empathic, and critical listening purposes. In addition,
we added a section on responding effectively to public speakers in the form of
speech critiques.
Chapter 6, “Communicating Across Cultures,” has been updated to reflect what
we know today about dominant cultures and co-cultures, including the distinction
among sex, gender, and sexual orientation.
For this edition, we have reworked the two interpersonal chapters, which now focus,
first, on understanding relationships and, second, on specific skills. Chapter 7,
“Understanding Interpersonal Relationships,” walks readers through the types
of interpersonal relationships, the role of disclosure and feedback in relationship
life cycles, communication in the various relationship stages, and the dialectical
tensions inherent in interpersonal relationships. In Chapter 8, “Communication
Skills in Interpersonal Relationships,” we describe communication skills for
comforting, managing the competing urges between self-disclosure and privacy
management, and conflict management styles.
Many instructors have indicated that they simply don’t have time to teach the
chapter on interviewing in their courses. Still, because we believe effective interviewing skills are so important, we have retained the content in the form of an
internal appendix, “Interviewing.” So, even if teachers cannot include the content in their courses, students can still benefit from learning about it on their own.
The content of this appendix has been refined so that it first focuses on developing
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good questions and then proposes some guidelines for conducting both information and employment interviews. Tips for presenting oneself in employment and
media interviews are also discussed.
The unit on group communication has been extensively revised. For this edition,
Chapter 9, “Communicating in Groups,” focuses on understanding the characteristics of groups, stages of development, different types of groups, and guidelines
for communicating effectively in groups. In Chapter 10, “Problem Solving in
Groups,” we focus specifically on the nature of effective problem solving, including leadership, member responsibilities, and formats for sharing results with others.
As in the previous edition, the unit on public speaking continues to describe the
process for preparing and presenting public speeches using the Speech Plan Action
Steps. The chapters in this part include many important revisions. Chapter 11,
“Developing and Researching a Speech Topic,” now includes a discussion of
concept mapping as a means by which students can generate topic ideas. In
Chapter 12, “Organizing Your Speech,” we added narrative order as a method for
arranging main points. Chapter 13, “Adapting Verbally and Visually,” includes a
section about addressing diverse learning styles when adapting to an audience. In
addition, we expanded the discussion of visual aids to include guidelines for using
audio and audiovisual presentational aids. And Chapter 14, “Overcoming Speech
Apprehension by Practicing Delivery,” offers an expanded discussion of public
speaking apprehension and ways to overcome it.
New to Chapter 15, “Informative Speaking,” are a discussion of learning styles as
they relate to effective informative speaking, revised informative speech critique
forms, and a new sample student speech, “Understanding Hurricanes.”
Finally, in Chapter 16, “Persuasive Speaking,” we have expanded our discussion
of reasoning fallacies to include the either-or and straw person fallacies, we have
expanded the discussion of organizational patterns to include both the refutative
and problem-cause-solution patterns as options, and we offer a new sample student
speech, “Sexual Assault Policy a Must,” which uses the motivated sequence pattern.

Hallmark Features
• Communication Skill boxes provide a step-by-step guide for each of the communication skills presented in the text. Each of these boxes includes the definition
of the skill, a brief description of its use, the steps for enacting the skill, and
an example that illustrates the skill. A convenient tear-out chart at the beginning of the book provides a summary of all the Communication Skill boxes. The
Skill Building activities, adjacent to each Communication Skill box, reinforce
and provide an immediate opportunity for students to practice the skills. Students
can complete these activities online and then compare their answers with models
provided by the authors.
• Conversation and Analysis communication scenarios offer print and video exemplars of important concepts. Transcripts of these conversations appear in the text
and online—students can download the transcripts to use for note taking as they
view the videos. Once they have analyzed the conversation by answering a series of
critical-thinking questions, they can compare their assessments with the authors’.
• The principles of effective speech making are organized into five Speech Plan
Action Steps, presented in Chapters 11–14. The activities that accompany each of
these action steps guide students through an orderly process that results in better
speeches. Communicate!’s online resources provide students with the opportunity
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to view examples of each activity prepared by other students and to complete
many of the action steps with Speech Builder Express. (See the section Student
Resources for more about these online resources.)
Sample student speeches appear in the text, each accompanied by an audience adaptation plan, an outline, and a transcript and analysis. Two of the three sample speeches
in this edition are new. Students can use their online resources to view videos of these
speeches, see the transcript and two different kinds of outlines and sample note cards,
prepare their own critiques, and compare their critiques to the authors’.
In Parts I and II, Communicate On Your Feet speech assignments encourage
students to begin building their public-speaking skills immediately while also
addressing the needs of instructors who assign prepared speeches throughout the
course. In Part IV, these assignments correspond to the speech types discussed in
Chapters 15–16. In this edition, we have added a number of new assignments so
that each chapter now includes at least one.
Exercises that were called “Observe and Analyze” and “Test Your Competence”
in previous editions are now called Skill Learning Activities and are grouped
at the ends of chapters. Some of these exercises challenge students to observe
events related to concepts they are learning, use the theories and concepts from
the chapter to analyze what happened, and, in some cases, improve what occurred
by applying the communication skills they’ve learned. Other activities provide
opportunities for students to self-evaluate or practice specific skills. Students can
use their online resources to complete these activities and download worksheets
and data collection forms.
Self-Reviews appear at the end of each part to encourage students to commit
to improving their skills in interpersonal, group, and public communication.
In accord with the findings of learning motivation research, students have the
opportunity to inventory their current skill levels and set specific goals for skill
improvement. The Self-Reviews can be completed online and, if requested, emailed
to the instructor.
Diverse Voices articles give voice to the communication experiences of people
from a wide range of social and cultural backgrounds. Each article, which presents
the personal thoughts and experiences of the writer on topics related to chapter
concepts, helps students understand and appreciate the relationship between culture and communication. Six of these articles are new to this edition.
What Would You Do? A Question of Ethics boxes are short case studies that
appear near the end of chapters. These cases, several of which are new to this
edition, present ethical challenges and require students to think critically, sorting
through a variety of ethical dilemmas faced by communicators. Conceptual material presented in Chapter 1 lays groundwork for the criteria on which students may
base their assessments, but each case focuses on issues raised in a specific chapter.

Teaching and Learning Resources
Communicate! is accompanied by a full suite of integrated materials that will make
teaching and learning more efficient and effective. Note to faculty: If you want your
students to have access to the online resources for this book, please be sure to order
them for your course. The content in these resources can be bundled with every new
copy of the text or ordered separately. If you do not order them, your students will not
have access to the online resources. Contact your local Wadsworth Cengage Learning
sales representative for more details.
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Student Resources
• The Premium Website for Communicate! provides students with one-stop access to
all the integrated technology resources that accompany the book. These resources
include an enhanced eBook, Audio Study Tools chapter downloads, Speech Builder
Express™ 3.0, InfoTrac College Edition, interactive versions of the Skill Learning
activities, interactive video activities, Web Resources links, and self-assessments.
All resources are mapped to show both key discipline learning concepts as well as
specific chapter learn lists.
• The Communicate! interactive video activities feature the Conversation and
Analysis communication scenario clips presented in the text so students can see
and hear how the skills they are studying can be used to create effective conversations in various circumstances. Students can answer the critical-thinking questions
that accompany each video and then compare their answers to the authors’. This
online resource also features videos of the sample informative and persuasive student speeches included in the book. Each speech is accompanied by a transcript, a
preparation outline and a speaking outline, note cards, a speech critique checklist,
and critical-thinking questions.
• Many of the Speech Plan Action Steps can be completed with the Speech Builder
Express 3.0 organization and outlining program. This interactive Web-based tool
coaches students through the speech organization and outlining process. By completing interactive sessions, students can prepare and save their outlines—including
a plan for visual aids and a works cited section—formatted according to the principles presented in the text. Text models reinforce students’ interactive practice.
• InfoTrac College Edition with InfoMarks. This virtual library features more than
18 million reliable, full-length articles from 5,000 academic and popular periodicals
that can be retrieved almost instantly. They also have access to InfoMarks—stable
URLs that can be linked to articles, journals, and searches to save valuable time
when doing research—and to the InfoWrite online resource center, where students
can access grammar help, critical-thinking guidelines, guides to writing research
papers, and much more.
• The Audio Study Tools for Communicate! provide mobile content that offers
students a fun and easy way to review chapter content whenever and wherever.
For each chapter of the text, students will have access to a brief conversation or
speech example and a five- to seven-minute review consisting of a brief summary of the main points in the text and review questions. Students can access the
Audio Study Tools for Communicate! on the Premium Website or can purchase
them through iChapters (see below) and download files to their computers, iPods,
or other MP3 players.
• The Cengage Learning Enhanced eBook is a Web-based, multimedia version
of Communicate! that offers ease of use and maximum flexibility for students
who want to create their own learning experience. The enhanced eBook includes
advanced book tools such as a hypertext index, bookmarking, easy highlighting,
and faster searching, easy navigation, and a vibrant Web-based format. Students
get access to the enhanced eBook with the printed text, or they can just purchase
access to the stand-alone enhanced eBook.
• Speech StudioTM Online Video Upload and Grading Program improves the learning comprehension of public speaking students. This unique resource empowers
instructors with a new assessment capability that is applicable for traditional,
online, and hybrid courses. With Speech Studio, students can upload video files
of practice speeches or final performances, comment on their peers’ speeches, and
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review their grades and instructor feedback. Instructors create courses and assignments, comment on and grade student speeches with a library of comments and
grading rubrics, and allow peer review. Grades flow into a gradebook that allows
instructors to easily manage their course from within Speech Studio.
• The iChapters.com online store provides students with exactly what they’ve been
asking for: choice, convenience, and savings. A 2005 research study by the National
Association of College Stores indicates that as many as 60 percent of students do
not purchase all required course material; however, those who do are more likely
to succeed. This research also tells us that students want the ability to purchase “à
la carte” course material in the format that suits them best. Accordingly, iChapters.
com is the only online store that offers eBooks at up to 50 percent off, eChapters for
as low as $1.99 each, and new textbooks at up to 25 percent off, plus up to 25 percent off print and digital supplements that can help improve student performance.
• A Guide to the Basic Course for ESL Students can be bundled and is designed to
assist the nonnative speaker. The Guide features FAQs, helpful URLs, and strategies
for accent management and speech apprehension.
• Service Learning in Communication Studies: A Handbook is an invaluable resource
for students in the basic course that integrates, or will soon integrate, a servicelearning component. This handbook provides guidelines for connecting servicelearning work with classroom concepts and advice for working effectively with
agencies and organizations. It also provides model forms and reports and a directory of online resources.

Instructor Resources
• The Instructor’s Resource Manual with Test Bank by Katrina Bodey, University
of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, changes from the twelfth edition to the thirteenth
edition, sample syllabi, chapter-by-chapter outlines, summaries, vocabulary lists,
suggested lecture and discussion topics, classroom exercises, assignments, and a
comprehensive test bank with answer key and rejoinders. In addition, this manual
includes the Spotlight on Scholars boxes that were in the textbook in past editions. These boxes feature the work of eight eminent communication scholars,
putting a face on scholarship by telling each scholar’s “story.” These boxes can be
used as discussion starters, as enrichment for students who are interested in communication scholarship, or in any other way instructors would like to integrate
them into the course.
• Special-Topic Instructor’s Manuals. Written by Deanna Sellnow, University of
Kentucky, these three brief manuals provide instructor resources for teaching public speaking online, with a service-learning approach, and with a problem-based
learning approach that focuses on critical thinking and teamwork skills. Each
manual includes course syllabi; icebreakers; information about learning cycles
and learning styles; and public speaking basics such as coping with anxiety, outlining, and speaking ethically.
• The Teaching Assistant’s Guide to the Basic Course, based on leading communication teacher training programs, covers general teaching and course management
topics as well as specific strategies for communication instruction—for example,
providing effective feedback on performance, managing sensitive class discussions, and conducting mock interviews.
• The PowerLecture CD-ROM contains an electronic version of the Instructor’s
Resource Manual, ExamView® Computerized Testing, predesigned Microsoft
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PowerPoint presentations, and JoinIn® classroom quizzing. The PowerPoint presentations contain text, images, and cued videos of student speeches and can be
used as they are or customized to suit your course needs.
Communication Scenarios for Critique and Analysis on Video and DVD include
the communication scenarios included in the Communicate! interactive videos as
well as additional scenarios covering interpersonal communication, interviewing,
and group communication.
Launch your lectures with ABC News DVDs: Human Communication, Interpersonal
Communication, and Public Speaking. Footage from Nightline, World News Tonight,
and Good Morning America provides context and real-life examples of communication theories and practices. Footage includes discussion of dozens of communication
topics—including family “virtual visitation,” cell phone spam, and professional nonverbal communication—as well as significant speeches by public figures.
The BBC News and CBS News DVDs: Human Communication, Interpersonal
Communication, and Public Speaking, provide footage of news stories that relate
to current topics in human and interpersonal communication, and footage of
famous historical and contemporary public speeches, as well as clips that relate to
current topics in speech communication. Available Spring 2010.
The Student Speeches for Critique and Analysis on Video and DVD offer a
variety of sample student speeches, including those featured in the Communicate!
interactive videos, that your students can watch, critique, and analyze on their
own or in class. All of the speech types are included, as well as speeches featuring
nonnative English speakers and the use of visual aids.
ABC News DVD: Speeches by Barack Obama. This DVD includes nine famous
speeches by President Barack Obama, from 2004 to the present day, including his
speech at the 2004 Democratic National Convention; his 2008 speech on race,
“A More Perfect Union”; and his 2009 inaugural address. Speeches are divided into
short video segments for easy, time-efficient viewing. This instructor supplement
also features critical-thinking questions and answers for each speech, designed to
spark class discussion.
The Media Guide for Interpersonal Communication provides faculty with media
resource listings focused on general interpersonal communication topics. Each
listing provides compelling examples of how interpersonal communication concepts are illustrated in particular films, books, plays, Web sites, or journal articles.
Discussion questions are provided.
TeamUP technology training and support. Get trained, get connected, and get
the support you need for seamless integration of technology resources into your
course with Cengage Learning’s TeamUP Program. This unparalleled service and
training program provides robust online resources, peer-to-peer instruction, personalized training, and a customizable program you can count on. Visit http://
academic.cengage.com/tlc to sign up for online seminars, first days of class services, technical support, or personalized face-to-face training. Our online or onsite
training sessions are frequently led by one of our lead teachers, faculty members
who are experts in using Wadsworth Cengage Learning technology and can provide the best practices and teaching tips.
Flex-Text customization program. Create a text as unique as your course: quickly,
simply, and affordably. As part of our Flex-Text program, you can add your personal touch to Communicate! with a course-specific cover and up to 32 pages of
your own content, at no additional cost. Bonus chapters available now include a
single chapter on public communication.
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